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Abstract

The treatment of VP Ellipsis is an important problem
in Natural Language Processing. Anaphoric referencing
and more specifically occurrences of VP Ellipsis in lan-
guage may result in the presence of unclear or ambiguous
sentences. The treatment of VP Ellipsis is valuable since
the meaning of the sentence may be reconstructed and
made more apparent. In addition to this, ambiguities may
be resolved. We present a Machine-Learning approach
that acquires and ranks rules in order to find the optimal
verb phrase antecedent related to a VP Ellipsis. The rule
acquisition is supervised by a number of different rule
frameworks. Four rule frameworks are used - sentence
distance, word distance, relative position and clausal re-
lationships. The rule set is obtained by applying the rule
frameworks to a training corpus derived from the Brown
Corpus. This acquired rule set is subsequently tested on
two corpora from different genres. With as few as four
rule frameworks the Machine-Learning process is able to
acquire and rank rules for the treatment of VP Ellipsis.

1. Introduction
Computational linguistics has to account for phenom-
ena that occur in language, such as the presence of Verb
Phrase Ellipsis (VP Ellipsis). VP Ellipsis is recognized
by the existence of an auxiliary verb without a verb
phrase [?]. The following example, taken from Hardt [?],
illustrates this:

It might have rained, any time; only — it
did not.

In the example the VP Ellipsis is “did not” and refers to
the antecedent “rained”.

Two problems are associated with the resolution of
VP Ellipsis: selection and form. The problem is not only
to select the correct antecedent being referred to, but also
to return the exact form of this antecedent. To demon-
strate the form problem, consider the following sentence:

The level of consumer expenditures will not
continue to rise in the sixties. I am confi-
dent that it will. [2]

In the example the verb phrase (VP) “continue to rise”
will be chosen as the antecedent. However, the linguisti-
cally correct antecedent is “continue to rise in the sixties”.

This consists of the VP “continue to rise” followed by the
prepositional phrase (PP) “in the sixties”.

Here we address both the selection and exact form
problem related to VP Ellipsis. The aim was to use
Machine-Learning and Optimality Theory in order to ac-
quire and rank rules for VP Ellipsis. The first phase of
the research – the learning phase – acquired the rule set
using specifically formulated rule frameworks. The train-
ing corpus used in this phase was derived from examples
found in the Brown Corpus. This rule set was then ap-
plied to various test corpora in order to determine the ac-
curacy in terms of selection and form.

The next section describes some related work in the
area of VP Ellipsis. Section 3 discusses the learning
phase. The learning algorithm requires a training corpus
and a set of rule frameworks. The rule set obtained in
the learning phase is used to resolve VP Ellipsis that are
present in the test corpora during the testing phase. The
testing phase is discussed in Section 4. The results ob-
tained from both the learning and testing phases are pre-
sented in Section 5 along with a discussion in Section 6.
Finally, possible areas of future research and concluding
remarks are given in Section 7.

2. Related Work
Many different approaches have been proposed for the
treatment of VP Ellipsis. Syntactic approaches (Lappin
& McCord [12], Fiengo & May [11]) generally require
that the ellipsis site is reconstructed by copying syntactic
information from the antecedent. Recently, Egg and Erk
[15] provide a syntactic approach for finding antecedents
relating to VP Ellipsis using a language called CLLS
(Constraint Language for Lambda Structures). Predicate
calculus and grammar rules are defined in order to form
CLLS.

Semantic approaches (Dalrymple et al. [8], Hardt
[1], Kehler [13]) use semantic representations in order
to obtain the missing information at the ellipsis site. For
example, Kehler [13] defines a “Discourse Copying Al-
gorithm” for the treatment of VP Ellipsis. Event repre-
sentation is used and allows for phenomena occurring in
grammars to be identified and resolved accordingly. Phe-
nomena such as cascaded ellipsis and stripping can be
resolved using this approach.

Some recent literature focuses on finding a more ro-
bust and domain-independent approach for VP Ellipsis



Rule Type Rule Definition
Sentence Distance Antecedent is � sentences from the VP Ellipsis
Word Distance Antecedent is � words from the VP Ellipsis
Relative Position Antecedent occurs before or after the VP Ellipsis
Clausal Relationships A � clause separates the antecedent and VP Ellipsis

Table 1: Final Rule Frameworks

resolution. Machine-Learning approaches have been pro-
posed by Nielsen [10] and Hardt & Rambow [5] for VP
Ellipsis detection and resolution.

Glover [3] successfully uses a Machine-Learning ap-
proach to deal with anaphoric references to objects. In
addition to this, Hardt [2] has applied Transformation-
based Learning in order to improve on the form of the
chosen antecedent. Initially, Transformation-based learn-
ing was successfully used by Brill [4] for Part-of-Speech
tagging. This approach is robust and useful to acquire
language rules quickly and consistently.

The research presented here describes a Machine-
Learning approach for the treatment of VP Ellipsis. The
next section discusses the rule frameworks that drive the
Machine-Learning implementation.

3. Learning Phase
The learning phase of the resolution system is responsible
for acquiring a set of rules automatically. The rule set ac-
quisition is supervised by rule frameworks relevant to the
treatment of VP Ellipsis. A training corpus is used by the
learning algorithm to acquire and rank the rule set. This
training corpus is seeded with information that specifies
where the VP Ellipsis occurs as well as which VP is the
correct antecedent.

3.1. Ranking the Rule Set

Each rule in the subsequent rule set has a confidence level
associated with it. We use the following formula to cal-
culate the confidence level [3]:
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This equation is calculated by applying each rule across
the entire corpus. The rule will either hold or it will pro-
duce an error for VP Ellipsis present in the training cor-
pus. The higher the confidence level of a rule is, the more
likely it is going to be applied in the resolution process.
The rule set is ordered by decreasing confidence levels;
rules are applied to the corpus in decreasing order.

3.2. Rule Frameworks

The rule frameworks supervise the learning algorithm as
to which rules should be acquired from the training cor-
pus. The rule frameworks specify which rules can be gen-
erated using the framework’s structure or template. Our
learning algorithm makes use of four rule frameworks,
which are described in Table 1 ([3, 5, ?, 1]).

For example, these frameworks allow the generation
of the following rules:

) Antecedent and VP Ellipsis are in the same sen-
tence

) 2—10 words separate the VP Ellipsis and the an-
tecedent

) Antecedent is before the VP Ellipsis in the same
sentence

) A Prepositional Phrase separates the VP An-
tecedent and the VP Ellipsis

The rule frameworks we have chosen are accepted in lin-
guistics and commonly used in other approaches that deal
with anaphoric reference resolution [?, 3, 5].

The form rule frameworks consider the phrase that
follows both the VP Ellipsis and the antecedent. The
phrase is added to the antecedent if it does not follow the
VP Ellipsis [2]. The rule framework for form is defined
as follows:

[VP Ellipsis][no X] * [Antecedent][X]
[VP Ellipsis][X] * [Antecedent][no X]
(X is a syntactic phrase, such as a preposi-
tional or noun phrase)

The rule frameworks for form are not implemented in the
learning phase, but are used to obtain the final form.

These frameworks specify a template describing
which rules can be acquired. They allow the learning
algorithm to acquire rules that are not only linguistically
common but also unexpected. This is beneficial since lan-
guage contains ambiguities and exceptions, and in many
cases language is not used according to strict linguistic
rules.

3.3. Training Corpus

The training corpus used to acquire the rule set is derived
from the well-known Brown Corpus. The training corpus
ideally needs to contain a variation of examples as well
as contain sentences with good linguistic content. The
Brown Corpus is specifically designed for Natural Lan-
guage Processing and adheres to this requirement very
well.

An algorithm was developed in order to extract VP
Ellipsis examples from the Brown Corpus. A set of sim-
ple rules describing VP Ellipsis occurrences allowed 150
cases to be located. These examples were analyzed for
correctness and scope — gapping, pseudo-gapping and
bare ellipsis [14] were not considered in this research.



It was found that 26 of the cases were useless and
thus eliminated. This is because the algorithm acquired
examples that were neither cases of VP Ellipsis or in the
scope of the research. 124 examples remained, with 84
(67%) being randomly chosen for the training corpus.

These examples were parsed using “The Stanford
Parser version 1.4” [6] and subsequently seeded with
information about the VP Ellipsis and the related an-
tecedent. Table 2 shows the statistics relating to the train-
ing corpus.

Type Number Percentage
Modal MD 14 16.67%
Determiner DT 21 25%
Adverb RB 23 37.39%
WhDeterminer WDT/WP 10 11.9%
Verb VB + 16 19.05%

Table 2: Statistics of the Training Corpus

3.4. Learning Algorithm

The learning algorithm requires a set of rule frameworks
and a training corpus. The algorithm that is implemented
is a modification of the algorithm used by Glover [3]
which deals with the resolution of anaphora to objects.
Our algorithm works by considering each rule framework
and using this to generate a rule for each VP Ellipsis and
related antecedent in the corpus. If the generated rule is
not in the rule set, it is appended to the rule set and the
associated confidence level of the rule is calculated. This
is done by applying Equation (1) across the entire corpus
and obtaining the overall confidence level. The learning
algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.

Analysis of the learning algorithm shows given a
constant number of rule frameworks, the overall worst
case performance is ,.-0/(1�2 , where / refers to the number
of VP Ellipsis in the corpus. This occurs when there is a
unique rule for each VP Ellipsis in the corpus. However,
the best case analysis shows that the algorithm is ,.-0/(2 ,
occurring when there is only one rule for each framework.
The corpus that is used in training can thus be consider-
ably large and still run in reasonable time.

4. Testing Phase

The testing phase relies on the rule set acquired in the
learning phase. The linguistic approach of Optimal-
ity Theory drives this phase of the resolution algorithm.
Both Glover [3] and Byron & Gegg-Harrison [9] use Op-
timality Theory in a contextual context to successfully
account for anaphora. Optimality Theory uses constraints
which may be violated instead of strict language rules. It
is argued that this approach is better suited to deal with
language, since it is not used perfectly and contains ex-
ceptions.

In order to apply Optimality Theory, the rule set is or-
dered according to decreasing confidence levels and ap-

Algorithm 1 Learning Algorithm
Require: Rule Frameworks = 3�46573 1 5�8'898'573%:
Require: VP Ellipsis = ;<4�57; 1 5=898'8'57;?>
Require: Antecedents = @A4�5B@ 1 5�8'898'5�@C>

1: Rule Set DFE
2: Confidence Set DFE
3: for each 3%G in Rule Frameworks do
4: for each ;IH in VP Ellipsis do
5: Attempts DFJ
6: Errors DKJ
7: Use ;LH and @�H to generate a rule M
8: if MONP Rule Set then
9: Rule Set = Rule Set QOM

10: for each ;%R in VP Ellipsis do
11: Apply M to ;%R and @!R
12: Attempts++
13: if Rule cannot be applied then
14: Errors++
15: end if
16: end for
17: STD Attempts - Errors

Attempts
18: Confidence Set = Confidence Set QUS
19: end if
20: end for
21: end for

plied to the test corpora in order of rank. A rule that has
a high confidence level associated with it will violate less
constraints than a lower ranked rule, and is thus optimal.

The corpora used to test the accuracy of the algorithm
come from two different genres. This enables us to deter-
mine how general the rule set actually is and subsequently
how successful the learning phase was.

4.1. Testing Corpora

Two corpora from different genres are used in the test-
ing phase. The aim is to test the algorithm on similar
and dissimilar corpora. The first corpus is again derived
from the Brown Corpus. Initially, 124 cases of VP Ellip-
sis were found, 84 examples were randomly chosen for
the training corpus. This meant that the remaining 40 ex-
amples not used for the training corpus were used for the
final Brown Test Corpus. Since the algorithm was trained
using examples from the Brown Corpus, it could be noted
how well the acquired rule set reflected this corpus in gen-
eral. The second corpus is a collection of fairy tales writ-
ten by the Brothers Grimm [7]. A random sample of 40
cases of VP Ellipsis is extracted from this corpus. The
statistics of the test corpora are presented in Table 3.

4.2. Testing Algorithm

The algorithm considers each example of VP Ellipsis in
the test corpora. A set of possible VP candidates are ob-
tained by considering each VP Ellipsis case and finding
all the verb phrases related to it.

The rules are then applied by considering each can-



Type Testing Grimm Test and Grimm
Modal 12.5% 42.5% 27.5%
Determiner 35% 12.5% 23.75%
Adverb 20% 25% 22.5%
Wh-determiner 10% 5% 7.8%
Verb 22.5% 15% 18.75%

Table 3: Statistics of Test Corpora

didate. If the rule currently being applied does not hold
for a particular candidate, the candidate is removed from
the set, provided all the candidates are not removed. The
next rule is then applied until the set of candidates con-
tains either one rule or the rule set is exhausted. If there
are no more rules left to apply and there is more than one
candidate remaining in the set, the simple tie-breaking
mechanism of recency is used. This means the the clos-
est VP candidate to the VP Ellipsis is chosen. There are
many other choices that can be used, substantial research
reveals interesting ideas. However for the purposes of the
algorithm this choice is the most simple and in most cases
holds for VP Ellipsis. The resolution algorithm is given
by Algorithm 2 [3].

Algorithm 2 VP Ellipsis Resolution Algorithm
Require: VP Ellipsis ;
Require: Antecedents

� @V4�5B@ 1 5=898'8'5�@W>
Require: RuleSet

� M64�5BM 1 5=898'895XM=:
1: Candidates D Antecedents
2: Accepts DYE
3: for each M G in RuleSet do
4: for each @ H in Candidates do
5: Apply M G to @ H and Z
6: if M G holds then
7: Accepts = Accepts Q[@(H
8: end if
9: end for

10: if Accepts \� E then
11: Candidates = Accepts
12: end if
13: if ]Candidates ] �_^

then
14: return Candidates
15: end if
16: Accepts DFE
17: end for
18: if ]Candidates ]?\�_^

then
19: TieBreak(Candidates)
20: end if
21: return Candidates

5. Results

The learning phase was successful with respect to the fi-
nal rule set. The rules in this set are sensible, linguisti-
cally correct and give an intuitive representation of VP
Ellipsis. Table 4 presents the rule set obtained at the con-

clusion of the learning phase. The rule with the highest
confidence came from the sentence distance framework.
This rule states that most antecedents are in the same sen-
tence as the VP Ellipsis with a 0.74 confidence level.
Considering examples in linguistics of VP Ellipsis, this
is commonly the case. The position rule stating that the
antecedent occurs after the VP Ellipsis in the same sen-
tence is the second most confident rule and favoured over
antecedents occurring before a VP Ellipsis in the same
sentence. Candidates that occur within 2 to 10 words are
more likely to be chosen than those which are next to or
even one word away from the VP Ellipsis.

The testing phase performance was measured ac-
cording to two criteria: selection of the correct antecedent
and exact form of the selected antecedent. The algorithm
outputs the chosen antecedent for a given VP Ellipsis in
the corpora. The selection accuracy is checked manu-
ally by considering each VP Ellipsis and determining if
the antecedent outputted by the algorithm is correct. If
the antecedent is correctly selected, the exact form needs
to be confirmed. The form of the antecedent is verified
manually for correctness.

Initially, the resolution algorithm was executed on
the Brown Test Corpus. The testing algorithm obtained
a 72.5% selection accuracy and a 72.41% form accuracy
on the Brown testing corpus. When applied to the Grimm
Test Corpus, the selection accuracy acquired is 67.5%
and the form accuracy is 70.37%. A summary of these
results are given in Table 5. A further discussion of the
implication of these results is given in the following sec-
tion.

6. Discussion

The results show that the learning algorithm is able to
acquire and rank rules that are both intuitive and rep-
resentative of VP Ellipsis. Rules governing sentence
distance, word distance, VP Ellipsis-Antecedent posi-
tion and clausal relationships are acquired in the learn-
ing phase. The rules, although simple when compared
to other linguistic knowledge, are able to give a good
representation of the corpus. The Machine-Learning ap-
proach is able to acquire rules that are intuitive in lan-
guage, and also rules that may not seem as obvious. This
is useful since language usage is not perfect and Machine-
Learning takes this into account.

The rule set suggests that most antecedents occur
in the same sentence as the VP Ellipsis. The Optimal-
ity Theory approach that is implemented eliminates an-



Rule Confidence
Antecedent and VP Ellipsis are in the same sentence 0.74
Antecedent is after the VP Ellipsis in the same sentence 0.44
No clausal phrase separates VP Antecedent and VP Ellipsis 0.42
2—10 words separate the VP Ellipsis and the antecedent 0.39
Antecedent is before the VP Ellipsis in the same sentence 0.30
Antecedent occurs in a prior sentence to the VP Ellipsis 0.30
Antecedent occurs before VP Ellipsis in a different sentence 0.30
20+ words separate the VP Ellipsis and the antecedent 0.21
1 word separates the VP Ellipsis and the antecedent 0.20
O words separate the VP Ellipsis and the antecedent 0.14
A Prepositional Phrase separates the VP Antecedent and the VP Ellipsis 0.14
VP Ellipsis contained in the VP antecedent 0.12
A Parenthetical separates the VP Antecedent and the VP Ellipsis 0.83
VP and VP Ellipsis are next to each other 0.01
A Noun Phrase separates the VP Antecedent and the VP Ellipsis 0.07
1O—20 words separate the VP Ellipsis and the antecedent 0.05
A Coordinating conjunction separates the VP Antecedent and the VP Ellipsis 0.04
A Adverb Phrase separates the VP Antecedent and the VP Ellipsis 0.04
A Clause introduced by a (possibly empty) subordinating conjunction separates the VP
Antecedent and the VP Ellipsis

0.01

A Adjective Phrase separates the VP Antecedent and the VP Ellipsis 0.01

Table 4: Acquired Rule Set

Brown Training Brown Test Grimm Test
Number of VP Ellipsis in corpus 84 40 40
Number antecedents correctly selected 53 29 27
Number antecedents with correct form 39 21 19
Selection Accuracy 63.1% 72.5% 67.5%
Form Accuracy 73.58% 72.41% 70.73%

Table 5: Results for obtained from selection rule set

tecedents that are not in the same sentence as the VP El-
lipsis first. In many cases, especially when the VP Ellip-
sis is of type determiner, the antecedent is actually more
likely to occur in the previous sentence. In the test cor-
pora about 23% of the examples are of the type deter-
miner. This may be one reason for some of the errors that
reduced the selection accuracy.

The majority of the form errors resulted from either
the left-hand side noun phrase being omitted from the fi-
nal antecedent or the negative form of the antecedent be-
ing returned when a “not” precedes the VP Ellipsis. The
form framework implemented did not take these factors
into account and simply dealt with the right-hand side
phrases being added to the antecedent or not.

The difference in accuracy between the two test cor-
pora is not significant. The Brown Test Corpus obtains
72.5% selection accuracy and the Grimm Test Corpus ob-
tains a 67.5% selection accuracy. The content and lin-
guistic style of the two corpora are notably different and
the resolution algorithm is able to take this into account.
It is very encouraging to consider that the Brown Cor-
pus is used to train the algorithm, and performs well on
genres similar and also dissimilar.

The corpora used in both the testing and the train-
ing phases of the research are relatively small when com-
pared to other significant research in this area. Hardt
[2] uses 644 examples of VP Ellipsis found in the Penn
Treebank and Nielsen [10] obtains 712 samples from the
British National Corpus. The corpus size does influence
the rule set obtained in learning phase, using a large, rep-
resentative data set would produce a better quality set of
rules.

The results from this research are comparable to
other research in this field. Nielsen [10], using similar
Machine-Learning approaches achieves a performance
measure of 76.6% for the Transformation-based Learn-
ing method and 74.9% for the Machine-Learning method.
On average, this research performs with a 70% selection
accuracy, slighter lower than Nielsen [10], and a form ac-
curacy of 71.6%. The rule frameworks play a significant
role in this research and are by no means linguistically
complex. Changing the rule frameworks to incorporate
other linguistic factors may result in the acquisition of
a better rule set. It is however encouraging to note that
the simple approach taken in this research competes very
well with other approaches, it is thus worth pursuing fur-



ther.

7. Conclusion and Future Research

This paper presents an approach using Machine-Learning
for the treatment of VP Ellipsis. Rule frameworks allow
the learning phase of the algorithm to acquire a set of
rules that relate to VP Ellipsis. The resulting rule set is
intuitive and representative of VP Ellipsis. This rule set
is used to test two different test corpora which perform
with an average 70% selection accuracy and 71.6% form
accuracy. Considering the fact that the corpora are from
different genres, the resolution algorithm is able to ac-
count for this. There are however other factors that have
been noted and can be improved upon in future research.

It is noted that the characteristics of the different VP
Ellipsis can be used in order to gain greater accuracy. For
example, learning rules specific to determiners, modals,
etc, can prove to be of great value. A more obvious area
for future work will be to revise the rule frameworks. A
greater, more linguistically significant set of rule frame-
works will be valuable. The form rule frameworks can
be significantly improved upon by considering and possi-
bly acquiring and ranking rules related to form. Adding
a rule framework that takes the left-hand side phrase into
account will be very useful.

The ranking of the rules according to decreasing con-
fidence levels and applying Optimality Theory resulted in
likely candidates being eliminated from the rule set. In
most cases, the higher ranked rules were more dominant.
A fairer approach will be to weight the rules instead, and
give each of them a chance to be applied.

Machine-Learning for the treatment of VP Ellipsis
is useful and a valuable approach for Natural Language
Processing. The results show that a small number of rule
frameworks are powerful and offers great potential to ac-
quire rules. Optimality Theory is able to rank and se-
lect rules according to the confidence levels related to the
rules. The benefits of using Machine-Learning for the
treatment of VP Ellipsis provides a domain-independent
and robust approach. The Machine-Learning approach
offers promising results and an interesting area for fur-
ther research.
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